
Leads (ages 12+) 
Shrek: Between the comedic lines, singing solos, and outgoing actions Shrek has to be a 
versatile actor with experience 
 
Fiona: Spunky and sassy, Fiona has to be outgoing a solid singer, dancer, and not afraid to 
have fun on stage 
 
Donkey: The comedic bones of the show lie within donkey. The actor must be able to command 
the stage and have fun with the role through featured lines, dances, and singing 
 
Farquaad: An ambitious ruler that acts as the villain while providing a few laughs. Featured 
singing, dancing, and lines will spend the whole show on their knees  
 

Team Villager (*older cast members only) 
 
Storytellers*: Must have confident speaking voices to move along the story  
 
Mamma & Papa Ogre: Open up the show with a singing solo, sending young shrek off  
 
Young Shrek: No featured singing or talking lines, opens the show by getting sent away from 
Mamma and Papa Ogre 
 
Captain Guard*: This role has many featured speaking lines, they must be able to lead all of 
the other guards while delivering comedic lines straight faced 
 
Guards (4): The guards follow the lead of the captain garuds and have some featured lines 
 
Duloc Performer: A few charismatic speaking lines, basically the vanna white of Duloc 
 
Duloc Dancers (8): Actor’s with dance background or ability will perform a short featured dance  
 
Young & Teen Fiona: Appear in the flashback scene, reflecting how Fiona grew up hoping for a 
prince to come rescue her. Must be able to harmonize well with each other 
 
Pied Piper: Speaking lines, acts frustrated trying to get the dancing rats to follow his tune  
 
Bishop: Speaking lines in the wedding scene, must be able to command the stage to keep the 
wedding going 
 

Team Fairytale (*older cast members only) 
 
Pinochio*: Starts the show off upset about his status but grows throughout and becomes a 
leader for the fairytale characters. Featured singing and lines  



Gingy*: Starts off separate from all of the other fairytale characters, facing the wrath of Lord 
Farquaad and the guards. Gingy ends up joining the crew, becoming a leader with singing and 
lines  
 
Peter Pan: Just like in the movie, they refuse to grow up. Featured singing solos    
 
Ugly Duckling/Big Bad Wolf/Wicked Witch: Comedic singing and speaking roles, finds 
friendship through other fairytale outcasts. All outgoing characters and true to themselves 
 
Three Little Pigs: Trio must work well together especially on timing for lines and singing solos 
 
Mamma Bear*: Acts as a mother figure to all other fairytale characters, large singing solos and 
lines 
  
Baby Bear: The youngest member of the fairytale characters, has a couple speaking lines 
 
Knights (4): The knights are found in the dungeon and freak out Donkey. They have speaking 
lines and warn donkey to leave, they act as backup singers/dancers to the Dragon 
 
Dragonettes (4): Sing as group, act as backup singers/dancers to the Dragon 
 
Dragon*: Has a powerhouse solo and completely commands the stage to close off act I, comes 
in towards the end of the show to ruin the wedding  
 
Dancing Rats (8): Featured tap dancing role, actors should have dance background or 
significant dance ability  
 
Dwarf: Lord Farquaad's father, comes in during the wedding with featured speaking lines 
 
 
 
 


